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QUESTION 1

Why is it necessary to indicate the placement of the proposed elevator and stairway in a preliminary plan? 

A. To ensure an acceptable location to meet all codes 

B. To verify the client\\'s budget constraints 

C. To establish the structural support work required 

D. To ensure accessibility and visibility to visitors 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

How do you ensure that all signage on a construction project will be installed in the correct locations? 

A. Plan to be on site during installation of the signage, and specify where each sign will be placed. 

B. Require the signage vendor to provide detailed specifications. 

C. Provide a detailed takeoff along with a floor plan for installation. 

D. Schedule a meeting for the client or building owner to specify where signage will be placed. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A building can receive LEED credit if the carpet used meets the requirements of the __________. 

A. CRI IAQ program 

B. Green guard registry 

C. Green Seal product standards 

D. South Coast Air Quality Management District 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

You have designed a small auditorium for an office building with access from the seating area to the stage to permit
wheelchair access to the stage without leaving the auditorium. Your client wishes to remove the wheelchair access. 

How should you proceed? 
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A. Write a letter advising the client that ADA guidelines are being violated against your advice, and place a copy of the
letter in the job file. 

B. Inform the building department that you are not being permitted to design in compliance with ADA guidelines. 

C. Inform the client that you will be terminating work on this portion of the project until the issue can be resolved by
arbitration. 

D. Accept the client\\'s position and redesign the auditorium as directed 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

When the owner wants to make sure some amount of money is included in the bid for as-yet known materials, the
interior designer should use __________. 

A. An allowance 

B. An add-alternative 

C. A material bond 

D. A unit price 

Correct Answer: A 
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